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Motivation & structure of this talk

• Largely discursive 
• Intended to stimulate debate at this conference (and beyond)

– in no way intended to be the final word

• Some general thoughts on ‘youth’ and transitions
• Some assertions on theory
• Some prescriptions on data
• A few statements on methods

• Material mainly from UK, a little from other European states
– stimulate thought on ‘industrial’/western/modern (minority) world
– thoughts in relation to the ‘majority’ (developing) world
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Youth

Old cliché

children are twenty per cent of the present 
population but a hundred per cent of our 
future
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Early conceptions of youth

• Biological views of adolescence

The essential drama of adolescence concerns the irresistible 
forces of nature. The sexual drive unleashed by puberty…
Adolescents being pulled back to being stone age babies and 
pushed towards the rational enlightened state of the ‘modern’
adult (G. Stanley Hall early 1900s)
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Early conceptions of youth

• 1950s emergence of youth/birth of the teenager

• Historically misleading …

The usual weapon of a scuttler was a thick leather belt with a 
heavy metal buckle and decorations, wrapped tightly around the 
wrist so that the metal parts could be used to strike at opponents

Alexander Devine, Scuttlers and Scuttling: Their Prevention and 
Cure (Manchester, 1890)
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‘Youth’ - a problematic concept

• Chronological definitions (little agreement)

– Contextually specific
• education, sex, driving, alcohol, marriage

– Nationally specific

– Historically varying
• rising school leaving age
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‘Youth’ - a problematic concept

• Youth is a ‘relational’ concept 

• Sandwiched between ‘childhood’ and ‘adulthood’
– maybe not for the millions of child-workers in the majority 

world however

• Generational concept 
– often same cohort as sibling
– cohorts behind parents
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The Youth Phase

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
the teenage years

• Extending earlier into childhood (perhaps)?

• Extending further into ‘traditional’ adulthood

• Adults engage in previously youthful behaviours

• Teenagers now have youthful (old) parents
– music, popular culture, dope smoking?
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Changing location of youth

With the exception of climate change… The 
biggest change for young people growing up 
in the 21st Century might be their location in 
the population structure

Countries like Britain have ageing populations
– with declining fertility and ageing adults 
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TFR Scotland and EU-15 (2006)

TFR Scotland and England 1971-2007

We can’t explain gap?
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What are ‘youth transitions’?

Traditionally…

• The move into more permanent ‘adult’ status

– School to work (education to employment)

– Move from family home to independent living

– Marriage
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‘School to Work’
• In countries like Britain the minimum school leaving 

age has increased

– Elementary Ed Act 1880 age 10
– Elementary Ed Act 1893 age 11
– Elementary Ed Act 1899 age 12

– The Fisher Act 1918 age 14
– The Butler Act 1944 age 15

– (Crossland) 1971 age 16 (from 1973)

– Under discussion raising age to 18



15Office for National Statistics (2009) Social Trends, 39.
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Non-manual

Manual

British Measure - Age Participation Index is number of UK students (under 21) 
entering undergraduate courses expressed as a percentage of 18/19 year old 
population

Source: Kelly and Cook (2007)
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Scotland

Participation has risen from approximately 20% in the early 
1980s to approximately 50%, with female participation 
outstripping male participation overall
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DiPrete (2009)
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‘School to Work’
• A key transition to ‘adulthood’

• In Britain (and many other countries) we witness 
– the educational period getting longer 
– more young people remaining in education 

• Early transitions is stratified
– educational attainment, social background etc

• Early transition to the labour market relating to later 
disadvantage 
– pay, occupational status and even health
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Craine (1997) notes that sociologists have 
deployed a series of adjectives such as 
‘long’, ‘broken’, ‘fractured’ and ‘uneasy’, in 
order to capture the changes which have 
occurred in youth transitions
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Leaving the parental home

• Traditionally leaving at marriage

– Increasing numbers going to university
– Increasing proportion of living independently
– Increasing numbers cohabiting with partners



23Source: Aassve, Davia, Iacovou and Mazzuco (2005)
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Families and relationships

The late 20th Century characterised by

– Later marriages
– Rise in divorce
– Rise in cohabitation
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Marriages & Divorces, United Kingdom, 1956 - 2006 

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/
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Sociologists frequently incorrectly assume social change!
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http://www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_social/Social_Trends39/Social_Trends_39.pdf
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http://www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_social/Social_Trends39/Social_Trends_39.pdf

More recent cohorts
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Source: Eurostat: Living Conditions in Europe 1998-2002 (2003), p. 22.

Percentage of couples aged 16-29 who are cohabiting, EU-15, 1998
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Having babies

• Might have an early birth (nationally dependent)

• First birth likely to be later than early generations

• Likely to have less children than previous generations

• Increasingly likely first birth will be outside marriage
– subsequent births may also be outside of marriage
– subsequent births may not be with the same partner
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Unicef (2001)
A League Table of Teenage
Births in Rich Nations –
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Live births per 1,000 women, by age of mother

Scotland 1951-2007 

Source: General Registrar Office for Scotland
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Upward trend for all EU countries



37An interesting illustration from British data
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Growing up in the early 21st Century

Key transitions compared with 20th Century…

• Changing patterns
– social structures may become less important (detraditionalisation)
– these claims need detailed empirical evaluation!

• Stay in education longer
• Increased chance of university education

• Independent living before marriage
– reasons and timing may vary though
– a ‘boomerang’ relationship with the parental home?

• Cohabitation (often multiple)
• Marriage (after cohabitation)

• Childbirth outside of marriage
• Delayed child birth
• Less children
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Researching youth transitions

• UK Changing Times Consensus (1980s)

– collapse of the youth labour market
– the sharp decline in the number of apprenticeships and 

suitable jobs for young people
– the introduction of youth training schemes
– changes to state benefits
– expansion of F.E. (and later H.E.)

• Moving beyond and into 21st Century context of new 
demography (outlined above)

– current economic climate
– potentially rising youth unemployment
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Some of my views on theory
• Convinced that studies of youth transitions should engage in 

‘middle range’ theory (R.K. Merton)

• Increasingly less persuaded by (often totally abstract) ‘grand 
theory’
– Do we need dead Frenchmen to tell us what to think?

• Physicist Richard Feynman – “empirical guys are the most 
important, they tell us theoretical guys where to look”

• Persuaded by Goldthorpe’s idea of attempting to establish 
‘empirical regularities’

• Slow attention to detail – better quality analyses
(Paul Atkinson “don’t get it right, get it published”)
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My view on the survey method…

“Evaluations of variable analyses in sociology date 
back at least fifty years (see Blumer 1956). Over the 
decades a virtual industry producing critiques of 
variable analyses from various standpoints has 
developed. We suggest that arguments for and against 
variable analysis, and in particular the analysis of data 
from social surveys, have at times resembled a 
caricature not dissimilar to the Shakespearean feud 
between the Montagues and the Capulets. In this paper 
we do not wish to either visit or reopen these debates. 
However, we would like to note a comment made by 
Goldthorpe that critics of survey based sociological 
research ritually characterise it as static and this is 
simply to ignore the rapid development of survey 
related work (Goldthorpe 2000 p.17)”

(Gayle & Lambert 2006)
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Theories within the sociology of youth

In UK and in Europe...

End of social structure?
Individualisation theses 
(e.g. drawing on Beck & Giddens)

Detraditionalisation thesis...
individuals have a greater scope beyond traditional markers of 
class, race and gender to create complex subjectivities and 
lifestyles
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Critiques youth transitions approaches

“The field of study has produced little of 
substance and certainly nothing fresh or original 
for nearly two decades. It has become more 
inward-looking. As a sub-discipline it is unlikely to 
disappear (although perhaps it should) as too 
many have invested too much in it...[but] it is 
likely to become increasingly irrelevant. 
Exhausted, reduced to picking over the minutiae 
of young people’s lives and reworking its own 
tired models [of transition] it will stagger on...”
(Jeffs and Smith 1998, p.59)
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Critiques youth transitions approaches

“Empiricist youth research…By insisting on the 
persistence of class divisions (even if only as 
conventionally defined), by tracking the gendered 
patterns of adolescent transition strategies, and 
(to some extent) racial inequalities in educational 
outcomes, this body of work provided a skeletal 
picture of social realities…” (Cohen & Ainley
2000, p.81)
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I share the view of Roberts (2003)

“In the course of making school-to-work 
transitions social class, gender and ethnic 
divisions among young people widen, deepen 
and are consolidated…These divisions are then 
reproduced…It is impossible to explain what is 
occurring elsewhere until the substructure of 
young people’s lives has been analysed properly”
(see p.19)
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Data
• We need high quality data (e.g. TREE)

• Trends over time (cross-sectional data)

• Link administrative (and official) data 
– (these data can help with analysing trends over time)

• Transitions are inherently longitudinal
– Repeated contacts data are essential

• Think about novel modes of data collection
– but they must lead to high quality research data
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Data
• We must have data with a suitable observation 

window
– must follow young people in their 20s and beyond
– likely start earlier in the youth phase (10 UKHLS)

• We must improve the scope of our data
– households, parents, step-parents (other relatives)
– siblings, peer groups, friendship networks
– school, scouts, sports clubs (computer networks)
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Data
• We must continue to collect data

– harder to argue in the current economic climate
– nationally representative data are important
– cross-national comparisons increasingly important

• Much data does not maximise its full analytical 
potential
– training staff with appropriate skills
– capacity building (UK problem)
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Data

• My dream…birth to death cohort datasets

– When do social divisions really open up?
• teenage years, early childhood, before birth

– Which interventions might be effective?

– 22nd Century social researchers!
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Methods
(in brief this is another 1hr talk!)

Surveys in particular....

• Concentrate on statistical models from the GLMM family

• Model repeated contacts data more effectively 
– (and hierarchical data)

• Think more about multivariate outcomes
– and latent variable approaches

• Spend much more energy interpreting results

• Put more effort into communicating results
– especially to policy makers and the public
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Conclusions
• Demographic landscape of 21st Century is different

• The role and effects of key transitions might be different
– I suspect that they will remain important overall

• Changing patterns
– social structures may become less important (detraditionalisation)
– I doubt this
– these claims need detailed empirical evaluation!

• Detailed empirical investigation is essential

• We need

– Suitable data resources
– Suitably skilled researchers
– Extended analytical techniques
– More appropriate, and empirically informed, theorising

• Thank you – I am looking forward to the rest of the conference and to 
more analyses and discussion on youth transitions
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